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Multigrid methods for nonconforming finite element methods

Abstract

The present paper analyzes a multigrid algorithm for the Crouzeix-Raviart discretization of the Poisson
and Stokes equations in two and three dimensions. The central point is the construction of easily
computable L2-projections based on suitable quadrature rules for the transfer from coarse to fine grids
and vice versa. 
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MULTIGRID METHODS FOR NONCONFORMING FINITE ELEMENT
METHODS*
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Abstract. The present paper analyzes a multigrid algorithm for the Crouzeix-Raviart discretization of
the Poisson and Stokes equations in two and three dimensions. The central point is the construction of
easily computable L2-projections based on suitable quadrature rules for the transfer from coarse to fine
grids and vice versa.
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1. Introduction. The so-called Crouzeix-Raviart element [5] is one of the most
popular nonconforming finite element methods for the discretization of elliptic systems
of second-order partial differential equations in two and three dimensions. When
standard multigrid algorithms are applied to the resulting discrete problems, the main
difficulty lies in the construction of suitable prolongation and restriction operators for
the transfer from coarse to fine grids and vice versa.

Extending the techniques of [8], we overcome this difficulty by constructing easily
computable L2-projections based on suitable quadrature rules. The resulting prolonga-
tion and restriction operators are natural extensions of the standard ones.

To simplify the exposition, we give a detailed convergence analysis of the resulting
multigrid algorithm for the Poisson equation. Afterwards, we comment on the generaliz-
ation to the Stokes equations. The generalization also shows how the method may be
extended to other nonconforming elements. The convergence analysis follows the
framework of[ 1 and [2] and applies to the W-cycle with Jacobi relaxation as smoothing
procedure. For technical reasons we assume that the finite element partitions are
uniform. But the definition of the projections and the formulation of the multigrid
algorithm immediately carry over to locally refined grids.

2. The Crouzeix-Raviart element. Let l)c Ea, d 2, 3, be a bounded, connected
polyhedral domain with boundary F. Hm(’), m 1, and L2(12) := H(12) are the usual
Sobolev and Lebesgue spaces equipped with the norm

The inner product of L2([) is denoted by

(u, v):= Ia
Finally, H(fl) is the subspace of all Hl(12)-functions that vanish on F.

Let if0 be a partition of l) into d-simplices such that any two simplices share at
most a whole lower-dimensional simplex. For k 1, 2, , the partition -k is obtained
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980 D. BRAESS AND R. VERFORTH

from "k-1 by subdividing each T -k- into 2‘/d-simplices by joining the midpoints
of the edges. Denote by hk the longest side of all T -k- Obviously, we have hk hk-1/2
for all k -> 1.

Given two simplices T, T -k, k => 0, which share a common face, we denote by
xij the barycentre of this face. Similarly, the points Xio F are defined by formally
replacing T by d\l). Let P,,, m-> 0, be the space of all polynomials of degree less
than or equal to m. Then the Crouzeix-Raviart element corresponding to -k is defined
by (cf. [5])

(2.1) Sk := {u L2(y)" UIT PIVT 3-k, UlTi(Xij) ulT(Xij)Vi, j, and tt(Xio):O[i}.

Note that Sk H(f) and that Sk-1 Sk, k >-0.
We define a bilinear form a and a seminorm I.]l,k on SkH(O) by

(2.2) a(u, v):= 2 f VuVv Vu, veS(R)H(a),
T :-k , T

(2.3) [ul,:= a(u //)1/2 VUSk@H(f).

Obviously, I.II,k provides a norm on Sk.
With this notation, the Crouzeix-Raviart discretization of the Poisson equation

(2.4) -Au=f inl), u=0 onF

is given by the following.

(2.5) Find Uk Sk such that ak(Uk, Vk) (f, Vk) for all Vk S.
Problem (2.5) has a unique solution Uk*. Moreover, Theorems 4.2.2 and 4.2.5 and
Exercise 4.2.3 in [4] yield the error estimate

(2.6) Ilu- u*ilo/ hlu u*l, <- chllfllo
where the constant c is independent of k (compare also the proof of equations (5.11)
and (5.12) in [5]). For later use we note that (2.6) remains valid if the right-hand side
of (2.5) is evaluated by numerical integration, provided the quadrature rule is exact
for linear finite elements andf Sk (cf. the proof of Theorem 4.1.1 in [4]).

3. A multigrid algorithm for the Poisson equation. Since the Crouzeix-Raviart
element is nonconforming and S_ S, we have to establish a suitable transfer
between Sk_ and S. To this end, consider a simplex T and denote its measure by
TI and the barycentres of its faces by b,..., ba/l. Then the quadrature rule

0(u) := ITI a+l u(bi)
d+l i=

is exact for all u P2, if d 2, and for all u P, if d 3. Referring to QT, we introduce
a mesh-dependent L2-inner product on Sk-l( Sk by

Tk i,; d + 1

where the second sum in (3.1) extends over the barycentres of all interior faces
corresponding to ffk. Note that (u, V)k=(U, V) for all u, VeSk_O)Sk, if d=2 (cf.
Chapter 4 of [4]). To simplify extensions of our method we will use only the fact that
(u, V)k and (u, v) induce equivalent norms on Sk-q3Sk:

(3.2) c-’llvllo<--(v, v) <--cllvll vvs_(R)s.
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The standard basis functions of Sk equal 1 at the midpoint of exactly one edge
and vanish at the midpoints of all other edges. From (3.1) it follows that these functions
are mutually orthogonal with respect to the inner product (.,.)k. Therefore, we can
obtain an easily computable "prolongation" operator Pk_l,k:Sk_l "- Sk by

(3.3) (Pk_l,kVk_l, Wk) k (Vk_l, Wk) k lVk_1E Sk_l, Wk Sk,

In practice, the calculation of Pk_l,kDk_l results in a suitable averaging of the
nodal values of Vk-. TO see this, consider two adjacent triangles T, T -k-1 together
with the corresponding fine-grid triangles as depicted in Fig. 1.

Using (3.1) and (3.3), an easy calculation yields

(3.4a)

(3.4b)

Pk-I,kVk-I(XA) 1/2{Vk--l(Xl) + Dk-l(X2)},

1
P_l,.v._l(x 2{I TI / TI}

{I Ti[[2Vk-l(Xl) "b VIC_,(X2) Vk_l(X3)]

+lTjl[2Vk-l(X,) + Vk-l(X4) Vk-l(X5)]}.

If [T [TI, (3.4b) simplifies to

(3.4c)
Pk_l,kVk_l(XB) 1/2 { Vk-1 (X1) "it- 1/2/.)k- (X2) 1/2Vk_l (X3)}

_1"31-1/2 { Vk-I (X1) "-1/2Vk-I (X4) -Vk-I Xs) }.

This means that Pk-,ICVk-(XB) is the arithmetic mean of vic-[r,(XB) and
Moreover, (3.4a-c) reduce to the standard interpolation formulae whenever Vk-
C(T U T/). A similar expression can be deduced for the three-dimensional case.

3 5

FIG.

Using the operators Pk-l,k, we are now in a position to formulate our multigrid
algorithm for the Crouzeix-Raviart discretization of the Poisson equation

ALGOmTHM 3.1 (One interation at level k with rn smoothing steps).
i--11. Smoothing. Givenu Sk. For i= 1,..., m compute U k from U k by solving

i--1 1{ i--1(3.5) u ic vie)it u ic vie)it + oo- f vic aic u ic ,vic)} ’q’vic Sic.

2. Coarse-grid correction. Denote by U*k- Sk-1 the solution of the coarse-grid
problem

(3.6) aic-l(Uic-,, VIe--l) (f Pic-l,icvic-1)- aic(u’, Pk-l,kVic-1) lVk_ e Sic_

If k 1, set tic- := u*_l. If k > 1, compute an approximation ffic- to u*_ by applying
tx 1 or 2 iterations of the algorithm at level k- 1 to problem (3.6) with starting value
zero. Put

(3.7) u"+ := u + P__,u_.
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The parameter (-Ok in (3.5) has to be chosen greater or equal to the spectral radius
of ak.

The coarse-grid correction has been designed and chosen such that the right-hand
side of (3.6) can easily be computed by a suitable averaging of the fine-grid residuals.
To see this, consider two adjacent triangles T, Tj 3-k together with some neighbouring
triangles and the corresponding fine-grid triangles as depicted in Fig. 2.

FIG. 2

Denote by qj Sg the basis functions corresponding to the points xj, 1-<j-<_ 14,
and by 0o Sg_l the basis function corresponding to the point Xo. Put

rj := (f, %)- ak(U’, %), 1 <--j <-- 14.

Using (3.1) and (3.3), an easy calculation then yields

(3.8)

(f Pt,-.ktPO) ag( U ’, Pg-,gOo)

1-{2r +2r2+ r3+ r4+ rs+ r6} k-
2

{ r7 r8} + { r9 ro}
2{1T,I +IT;I} 2{1T,I + T,’-’I)

+ { r, r,2} + ITs,! { r,3 r,4}.
2{1[ + TjI} 2{[ TI + T’I}

A similar expression can be deduced for the three-dimensional case.
We note that we cannot do without a projection and that we cannot replace the

right-hand side of (3.6) by the simpler expression

(f, Vk-1)-- ag(u’,

To understand this, assume that u’ is the finite-element solution in Sk. The expression
above may be nonzero for some Vk- Sk-1 since Sk- -Sk. In this case, a nonzero
coarse-grid correction would be the result, which obviously weakens the solution.

Therefore some projection is needed, and the analysis in the next section shows
that the projection in the L2-norm (or an equivalent norm) leads to reasonable multigrid
algorithms.
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4. Convergence analysis of the multigrid algorithm. We will provide a convergence
analysis of Algorithm 3.1 in the framework of[1]. From a smoothing property (cf. (4.5))
and an approximation property (cf. (4.11)), we deduce the convergence of the two-level
algorithm (cf. (4.13)) and the multigrid algorithm (cf. (4.14)). When we compare the
analysis of 1] for conforming methods, only the proof of the approximation property
will not be standard.

Denote by Uk* the solution of the discrete problem at level k and put

ek :-- Uk* Uk.

Since ak(’," and (’,’)k are symmetric, positive definite bilinear forms on Sk, there
is a complete set of eigenvalues Otk,l’’’-ik,Nk and of eigenfunctions
(,k,l 4k,Nk Nk := dim Sk. In particular, the latter may be chosen to be mutually
orthogonal with respect to the inner product (.,.)k, i.e.,

(4.1)
ak(qgk’i’ vk) Ak’i((k’i’ vk)k [vk " Sk’ 1 <= <- Nk,

qk,, qk,; k i; /1 <= i, j <= Nk.
Using the uniformity of the triangulation -k, we conclude from a standard inverse
estimate that

(4.2) Ak,Nk <= ch-2
where c is independent of k. In the sequel, we assume for simplicity that Wk lk,Nk
max; Ak,;. Using the representation Vk Y Ciqk, of functions Vk Sk, we define a scale
of mesh-dependent norms by

,.,2 1/2(4.3) IIl  [[Is, :-

Formulae (4.1), (4.3), and (3.2) imply that

(4.4) c-’llv llo<--IIIv lllo, <-- cllv llo, IIIv ll[,, Iv l,, 
With the same arguments as in 1], we conclude that the smoothing property

C1 -2(4.5) Ille lll=, -<- h Ile llom+l

holds with a constant c which is independent of k.
The error of the coarse-grid correction will be estimated by a duality argument.

We recall that in the analysis of conforming elements, Uk*- is directly treated as the
approximation of e’ in Sk-1. Here, the technique will be modified, and Uk*- and e’
will be considered as the finite element solutions of an auxiliary problem in Sk- and
Sk, respectively. To this end define the function rk Sk by

(4.6) (rk, Vk)k ak(e’ "Ok) [l)k . Sk.
Formally, rk may be understood as the Riesz-Fisher representation of the residual in

Sk endowed with the inner product (.,.)k- From the definition of e’ we have

ak(ek, Vk) (f, Vk)- ak(Uk, Vk).

Equations (3.3) and (3.6) then imply that

ak-l(Uk*-l, /)k-l) ak(er, Pk-l,kl)k-1) (rk, Pk-l,kl)k-1)k
(4.7)

(rk, Vk-1)k VVk-1 Sk-1.
Let w H(f) be the unique weak solution of

--AW=rk inl2, w=0 onF.
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Since f is convex, we have w U2() and IIwll =< ’llr llo. From (4.6) and (4.7)we
conclude that e and Uk*-I are the finite element approximations of w. Recalling the
error estimate (2.6), we have

(4.8) I[e- u*-llo -< Ile- W[Io+ [[w- u*_a [Io -<

From the definition of r and of the norms II1"111 , and from (3.2) we conclude that

IIrllo ak e, rl <- [[[e Wtll2.lllrll[o. cllle’llt=. r llo
and thus

(4.9) llr, llo -<
Finally, we obtain from the definition (3.3) of Pk-, that

P,-..u*-.llI = em- Pk- * U*kk-)k[lle k 0,k k 1,ku k-l, e k

and hence

(4.10)

Combining (4.8)-(4.10) with (3.2), we immediately obtain the approximation property

(4.11 e’ Pk * < kille k 1ll2,k"1,kUk_l [10__ 2h2
The smoothing property (4.5) and the approximation property (4.11) imply

m+l C1C2(4.12) Illu u*lllo, =< Ilium- u*lllo,.
m+l

This means that in each cycle of the two-level algorithm the [11. [[]o,k-error is reduced
by a factor

C3(4.13) TL
m+l

where c3 ClC. The extension to the multilevel algorithm follows the ideas in [1].
Denote the convergence rate of Algorithm 3.1 at level k by k. Then- tTL and we
have the recursion relation

m+l

If/ 2 and 81 this finally yields the multigrid convergence rate

5C 1
<- VkO.(4.14) 6k <--_2(m+ l)= 2

5. Convergence analysis with respect to the energy norm. In the preceding section
convergence was established under the assumption that the number of smoothing steps
is sufficiently large. On the other hand, following [2] we obtain a two-level convergence
rate with respect to the energy norm

(5.1) 6Tt= c24+2m]
with c4 being independent of k. This yields convergence of the two-level algorithm in
the energy norm if there is (at least) one smoothing step.
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In order to get this result, we have to add a third step to Algorithm 3.1. In that
step an appropriate steplength parameter is computed and the coarse-grid correction
is multiplied with that parameter. This extra device is introduced not only for theoretical
reasons. Numerical experiences with another nonconforming method show that the
convergence rate is substantially improved in this way [6].

ADDITION TO ALGORITHM 3.1.
3. Steplength control Set wk :--Pk_l,kffk_l and determine

(5.2) ak

Set

(f, Wk)--ak(U’, Wk)
ak Wk, Wk

/,/
+2

U k OlkWk.

The parameter ak has been chosen such that the functional

1/2ak (U ’+2 uk’+2) -(fu+2)
becomes minimal.

In this framework we estimate the effect of the smoothing by Lemma 4.3 in [2]

Ille2lll,, p’llle2111,, for i= 1, 2,..., m

1 illern 2

(5.4) p 1
A, IlleZ’[ll2,

There is no change since (5.3) depends only on the algebraic properties of positive
definite matrices.

For estimating the approximation property, we replace (4.8) by the corresponding
[" Ii,k-norm estimate

[lle’- U*-l[lll,k --le U-lll,

leW- Wll, + Iw- U-ll,, chllrllo.
From this and (4.9) it follows that

(5.5) Ille- uLIII, c6hJllelll2,.
Inequalities (5.5) and (4.2) imply

III = ch=(1-)lllelll,.
This and (5.5) yield

m+l c4lllelll,,.(5.6) Ille III1,
The choice of the parameter a implies that

Ille+21111, min (lllelll,, Ille+lllll,).
This together with (5.3) and (5.6) yields the estimate

(5.7) [lle [[, p rain{l, c4-p}llle2Jlll,
where 0 p < 1. If c] 2m + 1, then pc4 p c4/2(2m + 1); otherwise the factor
on the right-hand side of (5.7) attains its maximum at p 1-c2. In both cases, we
obtain the bound as stated in (5.1).

(5.3)

with
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Although it follows from (5.1) that we need only one smoothing step in the
two-level case, we do not yet have an analogous result for the multilevel method. This
is due to the fact that for nonconforming methods the error of the coarse-grid correction
is no longer orthogonal to Sk-1.

6. Application to the Stokes problem. Combined with piecewise constant pressures,
the Crouzeix-Raviart element yields a stable, nonconforming, mixed finite element
discretization of the Stokes equations:

(6.1) -Au+Vp=f inl2, V.u=0 inl2, u=0 onF.

More precisely, we define

x:= (&) Yk:={pL2(y)’PITPoVT-k,f.p=O}
and introduce a bilinear form fk on Xk X Yk by

([u,p]; [v, q]):= E f {VuVv-pV. v-qV" u}.
T :-k T

Then the Crouzeix-Raviart discretization of problem (6.1) is given by (cf. [5])
Find Uk Xk, Pk Yk such that

(6.2) k([U, Pk]; [V,, qk]) (f, Vk) VVk Xk, qk Yk.
Problem (6.2) has a unique solution u*, p*. Moreover, equations (5.11) and (5.12) in
[5] and the stability of (6.2) in the sense of [3] imply the error estimate

(6.3) I1- u*llo/ h{lu- u*l,, / IIp-p*llo} -- ch,llfllo,
Problem (6.2) fits into the abstract framework of [7] for multigrid algorithms applied
to mixed problems with the exception of the nonconformity. Generalizing the tech-
niques of [8], this drawback can be overcome by applying the projection operator
Pk-l.k to the velocity components when passing from a coarse to a fine grid and vice
versa. With these modifications, the multigrid algorithm of [7] can be applied to
problem (6.2). The convergence analysis of [7] carries over, provided the proof of the
approximation property is modified as shown in 4 for the Poisson equation.
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